BOOK CATALOGUE – DECEMBER 2018
Just in time for some summer holiday reading or stocking fillers, there are new releases by bestselling authors
Mary Balogh (Someone to Trust), Lori Foster (Driven to Distraction), Julia Quinn (The Other Miss Bridgerton), Nora
Roberts (Of Blood and Bone), Sheila Roberts (Winter at the Beach), Jessica Townsend (Wundersmith) and more.
Happy holidays and enjoy! N.B. Please see page 3 for the details of our Christmas/New Year holiday closure.
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Title: Someone to Trust
Author: Mary Balogh

Title: Driven to Distraction
Author: Lori Foster

Classification: Historical

Book Type: Mass Market Paperback
Price: $17
Annotation: Westcott Series. After
her husband’s passing, Elizabeth
Overfield meets Colin Handrich,
Lord Hodges, at the Westcott
Christmas house party. She enjoys
his company and both are surprised
when they end up sharing a kiss.
There is no question of any relationship between them,
for she is nine years older than he … They return to
London, committed to finding suitable matches. Still
they agree to share one waltz at each ball they attend.
This agreement will topple their worlds, as each dance
ensnares them in a romance that forces the two to
question what they are willing to sacrifice for love.

Classification: Contemporary/Suspense

Book Type: Mass Market Paperback
Price: $17
Annotation: Road to Love Series.
Mary Daniels doesn’t let anything
get in the way of her job acquiring
rare artifacts for her wealthy boss.
But this particular obstacle – huge,
hard-muscled, masculine – is
impossible to ignore. Stuck in a car
with Brodie Crews en route to their new assignment,
Mary feels her carefully crafted persona – and trademark self-control – is slipping … Brodie can’t imagine
what secret in Mary’s past has left her so buttoned-up,
though he’d dearly love to find out. But then an enemy
determined to outwit them strikes and Brodie needs to
get close – in every way – to protect Mary.

Title: The Other Miss Bridgerton
Author: Julia Quinn

Title: Of Blood and Bone
Author: Nora Roberts

Classification: Historical

Book Type: Mass Market Paperback
Price: $17
Annotation: Rokesbys Series. While
visiting a friend on the coast, Poppy
Bridgerton discovers a smugglers’
hideaway tucked inside a cave. But
two pirates kidnap her and take her
aboard a ship, leaving her bound
and gagged on the captain’s bed ...
Known as a reckless privateer, Captain Andrew James
Rokesby actually transports essential goods and
documents for the government. When Andrew learns
that the woman in his cabin is a Bridgerton, he knows
he will likely have to wed her to avert a scandal. But
when Andrew’s secret is revealed, will his declaration of
love be enough to capture Poppy’s heart?

Classification: Fantasy & Paranormal

Book Type: Trade Paperback
Price: $30
Annotation: Chronicles of The One
Series. Thirteen years ago, a
pandemic known as The Doom
killed billions. For those left behind,
it is a chance to build a new world.
But The Doom was no ordinary
virus. In some survivors, it awoke
strange powers – to heal, to harm, even to predict the
future … Fallon Swift has no memories of the old world
– but she is destined to shape this new one. Growing
up, she has been protected by her mother and stepfather. Now she must leave them, and learn to fight.
Because Fallon is not only a powerful ‘Uncanny’ – she
also has a pivotal role to play in the battles ahead.
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Other Books Available This Month
Contemporary Romance & Romantic Suspense

Hard Night by Jackie Ashenden (Trade Paperback
– $20). 11th Hour Series. Jacob Night, ex-Black Ops,
owner of a billion-dollar security company, and
leader of the 11th Hour, spends his life completing
dangerous missions for others. But there’s one
personal mission he has yet to complete: finding his
missing brother, who was betrayed by the woman
he should have been able to trust. But when he
finally tracks down his brother’s ex, there’s one
surprise: She can’t remember a thing … Faith has
no memory of who she is. She can’t remember life
before she came to work for Jacob Night, and she’s
not sure she wants to. But when she and Jacob are
ambushed by men who have come to kill her for
sins she can’t recall committing, she has no choice
but to face the past. Yet once she does, and Jacob’s
identity – and her own – come to light, they may not
survive with their lives intact, let alone their hearts.
The Switch by Sandra Brown (Paperback Reissue –
$18). Gillian and Melina Lloyd, are identical twins,
and almost interchangeable. Both are successful
businesswomen. Both are single. But in one area
they are night and day: While they share the same
impulses, Melina acts on them … Christopher Hart,
NASA’s poster boy, is a national figure. In Dallas to
collect an award, his media escort is Melina Lloyd.
Or is it? Hart’s life first collides, then becomes
intertwined with that of the twins, as a seemingly
harmless prank results in disaster. And what
appears at first to be an open-and-shut murder
investigation, ultimately leads to a compound in the
New Mexico mountains where a religious madman
is engineering his “new world order.” If he’s only
even partially successful, the consequences will be
catastrophic and global in scope.
The Woman Left Behind by Linda Howard
(Paperback Release – $17). “Troublemaker” Sequel.
Jina Modell works in communications for a
paramilitary organization. But when Jina displays a
high aptitude for spatial awareness and action,
she’s reassigned to work as an on-site drone
operator in the field with one of the GO-teams, an
elite paramilitary unit. Jina has to learn how to run
and swim for miles, jump out of a plane, and shoot
a gun ... or else be out of a job … Team leader Levi
doesn’t have much confidence in Jina making it
through the rigors of training and no one is more
surprised than he when Jina begins to thrive,
displaying a grit and courage that wins her the
admiration of her battle-hardened teammates.
What’s even more surprising is that the GO-team
leader can’t stop thinking about her ... or the
chemistry between them … Meanwhile, a
congresswoman plans to destroy the GO-teams, and
a trap is set to ambush Levi’s squad in Syria. While
the rest of the operatives set off on their mission,
Jina is at the base controlling the surveillance drone
when the base is attacked with explosives. Thought
dead by her comrades, Jina escapes to the desert
where, tested beyond measure, she has to stay
undetected by the enemy and make it to her crew
before they’re exfiltrated out of the country … But
Levi never leaves a soldier behind, especially the
brave woman he’s fallen for. He’s bringing back the
woman they left behind, dead or alive.

Contemporary Romance & Romantic Suspense contd

Shattered Mirror by Iris Johansen (Paperback
Release – $20). Eve Duncan Series. Forensic
sculptor Eve Duncan is once again thrown into a
deadly game of intrigue when she receives a cryptic
package containing a skull and a two sided mirror.
Eve is determined to reconstruct the skull and
uncover the mystery of the person’s identity, and
when she does, the face of a beautiful woman
begins to emerge. But who is she? … As Eve gets
closer and closer to finding the answer, she
becomes swept up in a lethal chase that spans
continents and threatens to destroy the family that
she has worked so hard to bring together. Eve and
her team must work quickly to discover who is
behind the murder – and maybe even prevent more
loss of life. But how do you fight a killer who is
willing to destroy anyone as a means to an end?
Winter at the Beach by Sheila Roberts (Paperback
– $17). Moonlight Harbor Series. The town of
Moonlight Harbor needs to convince tourists that
the beach is still the place to be – even when the
sunshine goes south for the winter. Jenna Jones,
new proprietor of The Driftwood Inn, has the perfect
idea: a holiday festival called Seaside with Santa …
Jenna is happy to throw herself into planning the
event. With all the decorating, preparation and extra
reservations at the inn because of the festival – and
with two wonderful but very different men hoping to
claim more of her time and her heart – Jenna is
busy. Busy, but happy. Even with her troublesome
ex in the picture, life feels as close to perfect as
she’s ever known … Until the weather turns her
festival into a farce. Suddenly Mother Nature is not
only raining on Jenna’s parade, the old bat’s trying
to blow the floats and their princesses out to sea.
Soon everyone is without power and the road out of
town is blocked. And Jenna has a full motel … After
the generator conks out, she’s not so sure she and
her guests will make it through to the New Year in
one piece. But with a little pulling together and a lot
of holiday spirit, everyone might find that life – and
Christmas – is always good at the beach.
The Last Chance Matinee by Mariah Stewart
(Paperback Release – $17). Hudson Sisters Series.
When celebrated and respected agent Fritz Hudson
passes away, he leaves a trail of Hollywood glory in
his wake – and two separate families who never
knew the other existed. Allie and Des Hudson are
products of Fritz’s first marriage to Honora, a
beautiful but troubled starlet whose life ended in a
tragic overdose. Meanwhile, Fritz was falling in love
on the Delaware Bay with New Age hippie Susa
Pratt – they had a daughter together, Cara, and
while Fritz loved Susa with everything he had, he
never quite managed to tell her or Cara about his
West Coast family … Now Fritz is gone, and the
three sisters are brought together under strange
circumstances: there’s a large inheritance to be had
that could save Allie from her ever-deepening debt
following a disastrous divorce, allow Des to open a
rescue shelter for abused and wounded animals,
and give Cara a fresh start after her husband left
her for her best friend – but only if the sisters upend
their lives and work together to restore an old,
decrepit theater that was Fritz’s obsession growing
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up in his small hometown in Pennsylvania’s Pocono
Mountains. Guided by Fritz’s closest friend and
longtime attorney, Pete Wheeler, the sisters come
together – whether they like it or not – to turn their
father’s dream into a reality, and might just come
away with far more than they bargained for.

Crime & Mystery & Thriller
A Cold Dark Place by Toni Anderson (SelfPublished Print-On-Demand Paperback – $30). Cold
Justice Series. Justice isn’t always black or white.
Sometimes it’s cold and dark … Former CIA
assassin Alex Parker works for The Gateway Project,
a clandestine government organization hell-bent on
taking out serial killers and pedophiles before they
enter the justice system. Alex doesn’t enjoy killing,
but he’s damn good at it. He’s good at dodging the
law, too – until a beautiful rookie agent has him
wondering what it might be like to get caught … FBI
Special Agent Mallory Rooney has spent years
hunting the lowlife who abducted her identical twin
sister eighteen years ago. Now, during an on-going
serial killer investigation, Mallory begins to suspect
there’s a vigilante operating outside the law. She
has no choice but to take him down, because
murder isn’t justice. Is it? … When Mallory starts
asking questions, The Gateway Project management
starts to sweat, and orders Alex to watch her. As
soon as they meet, the two begin to fall in love. But
the lies and betrayals that define Alex’s life threaten
to destroy them both – especially when the man who
stole her sister all those years ago makes Mallory
his next target, and Alex must reveal his true
identity to save the woman he loves.
The Midnight Witness by Sara Blaedel (Paperback
– $20). Louise Rick / Camilla Lind Series. A young
woman is found strangled in a park, and a male
journalist has been killed in the backyard of the
Royal Hotel in Copenhagen … Detective Louise Rick
is put on the case of the young girl, but very soon
becomes entangled in solving the other homicide too
when it turns out her best friend, journalist Camilla
Lind, knew the murdered man. Louise tries to keep
her friend from getting too involved, but Camilla’s
never been one to miss out on an interesting story.
And this time, Camilla may have gone too far ...
Death Overdue by Allison Brooks (Trade
Paperback – $29). Haunted Library Series. Carrie
Singleton is just about done with Clover Ridge,
Connecticut until she is offered a job as the head of
programs and events at the spooky local library,
complete with its own librarian ghost. Her first
major event is a program presented by a retired
homicide detective, Al Buckley, who claims he
knows who murdered Laura Foster, a much-loved
part-time library aide who was bludgeoned to death
15 years earlier. As he invites members of the
audience to share stories about Laura, he suddenly
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keels over and dies … The medical examiner reveals
that poison is what did him in, and Carrie feels
responsible for having gone forward with the
program despite pushback from her director. Driven
by guilt, Carrie is determined to discover who
murdered the detective, convinced it’s the same
man who killed Laura all those years ago. Luckily
for Carrie, she has a friendly, knowledgeable ghost
by her side. But as she questions the shadows
surrounding Laura’s case, disturbing secrets come
to light, and with each step Carrie takes, she gets
closer to ending up like Al.
Hellbent by Gregg Hurwitz (Paperback Release –
$20). Orphan X Series. Taken from a group home at
age twelve, Evan Smoak was raised and trained as
an off-the-books government assassin: Orphan X.
After he broke with the Orphan Program, Evan
disappeared and reinvented himself as the Nowhere
Man, a man spoken about only in whispers and
dedicated to helping the truly desperate … But this
time, the voice on the other end is Jack Johns, the
man who raised and trained him, the only father
Evan has ever known. Secret government forces are
busy trying to scrub the remaining assets and
traces of the Orphan Program and they have finally
tracked down Jack. With little time remaining, Jack
gives Evan his last assignment: find and protect his
last protege and recruit for the program … But Evan
isn’t the only one after this last Orphan – the new
head of the Orphan Program, Van Sciver, is
mustering all the assets at his disposal to take out
both Evan (Orphan X) and the target he is trying to
protect.

Fantasy & Paranormal Romance
Hour of Darkness by Lara Adrian (Self-Published
Print-On-Demand Paperback – $30). Midnight Breed
Hunter Legacy Series. Born and raised as an
assassin in the notorious Hunter program, Breed
vampire Cain has since put his specialized skills to
use as a mercenary willing to clean up any problem
for a price. Or so he thought … After a job in Las
Vegas strains even his dubious code of honor, Cain
pulls up stakes and lands in Miami for a muchneeded break. All he wants is time away to clear his
head and regroup, but then a beautiful young
woman is nearly killed in front of his eyes and the
ruthless former Hunter becomes the only thing
standing between her and a sniper’s bullet …
Marina Moretskova is no stranger to dangerous
men. As the niece of a Russian organized crime
boss, she’s grown up around killers and criminals.
But her uncle wants out now, and he’s enlisted
Marina’s help in buying his freedom by delivering
valuable intel to a secret contact in exchange for
protection. Not even Marina’s bodyguards are aware
of her mission, so when an attempt on her life is
averted by a handsome, steely-eyed vampire, as
grateful as she is for Cain’s intervention, the last

We are closed from Tuesday 25 December and we re-open Tuesday 15 January.
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thing she needs is the shrewd Breed male nosing
around for answers … Cain’s cold, haunted gaze and
merciless abilities attest to his brutal nature, yet the
rough, solitary Hunter stirs a powerful longing in
Marina – a darkly seductive hunger she can neither
afford nor resist. With a target on her back and
covert enemies closing in from all sides, trust is a
risk that can prove deadly ... and the safest shelter
she may find is in the arms of the most lethal man
she’ll ever know.
Romancing the Inventor by Gail Carriger (SelfPublished Print-On-Demand Paperback – $23).
Supernatural Society Series. Imogene Hale is a lowly
parlormaid with a soul-crushing secret. Desperate,
she takes work at a local vampire hive, only to fall in
love with the amazing lady inventor the vampires
have imprisoned in their potting shed … Genevieve
Lefoux is heartsick, lonely, brilliant, and French.
With culture, class, and the lady herself set against
the match, can Imogene and her duster win
Genevieve’s heart, or will the vampires suck both of
them dry?
Burn For Me by Cynthia Eden (Paperback – $17).
Phoenix Fire Series. Eve Bradley was undercover
looking for a story, not a cause. But something about
the man they called Subject 13 got her involved. The
scientists said he was a devil, and they had a decent
case: Terrifying power. A bad attitude. And looks that
could lead anyone to sin ... Cain O’Connor knows the
minute he catches her candy scent that Eve could
drive him wild. But she’s a threat – in a way no one
has been for him in years. She’s safer away from
him, too. But with a powerful conspiracy determined
to shut Eve up for good, there’s no time to argue. All
they can do is trust their instincts – and their hearts.
Lionheart by Thea Harrison (Self-Published PrintOn-Demand Paperback – $36). Moonshadow Series.
King Oberon reigned over his Dark Court in Lyonesse
for centuries until an assassination attempt laid him
low. Now he lies unconscious in his snow-bound
palace while his Power battles the enchantment that
threatens to end his life … A skilled trauma surgeon
and magic user, Dr. Kathryn Shaw reigns at the top
of her profession in New York. Then comes a
challenge she can’t resist – she is asked to cure the
incurable. Just getting close enough to try healing
Oberon is a dangerous proposition. When she does
reach him, he awakens too soon … Roused from
darkness by Kathryn’s presence, Oberon confronts
the beautiful stranger who claims she wants to save
his life. But the enchantment has frozen his
emotions. How can he learn to trust her when he
can’t feel anything? Oberon’s desire is icy, devoid of
all tenderness. Not only must Kathryn match wits
with him, she must also fight her reaction to his
touch, because there is so much more at stake than
her own endangered heart … For the Dark Court
faces its most deadly peril yet. Its ancient enemy
Isabeau, Queen of the Light Court, is obsessed with
its annihilation, and Oberon must be brought to
remember his loyalty and affection for his people …
Because if he won’t fight for them, Lyonesse itself
may very well be destroyed …
Heroine Complex by Sarah Kuhn (Paperback
Release – $17). Heroine Complex Series. Being a
superheroine is hard. Working for one is even harder

… Evie Tanaka is the put-upon personal assistant to
Aveda Jupiter, her childhood best friend and San
Francisco’s most beloved superheroine. She’s great at
her job – blending into the background, handling her
boss’s epic diva tantrums, and getting demon blood
out of leather pants … Unfortunately, she’s not
nearly as together when it comes to running her own
life, standing up for herself, or raising her
tempestuous teenage sister, Bea … But everything
changes when Evie’s forced to pose as her glamorous
boss for one night, and her darkest secret comes out:
she has powers, too. Now it’s up to her to contend
with murderous cupcakes, nosy gossip bloggers, and
supernatural karaoke battles – all while juggling
unexpected romance and Aveda’s increasingly
outrageous demands. And when a larger threat
emerges, Evie must finally take charge and become a
superheroine in her own right ... or see her city fall to
a full-on demonic invasion.
Wundersmith: The Calling of Morrigan Crow by
Jessica Townsend (Trade Paperback – $20).
Nevermoor Series. Return to the magical world of
Nevermoor! Morrigan Crow’s perilous adventures
continue in this treat for all fans of magic and
Wunder … Morrigan Crow has escaped her deadly
fate and found a new home in the fantastical city of
Nevermoor. She has also discovered that she has a
strange and magical ability. But will her unique
talent be a blessing or another curse? Now that
Morrigan and her best friend Hawthorne are proud
scholars in the elite Wundrous Society, she is sure
that she’s found a place to belong at last, but life is
far from perfect. Can Morrigan prove that she
deserves to be in the Society – or will an unexpected
new enemy ruin her new life?
The Last Wolf by Maria Vale (Paperback – $17).
Legend of All Wolves Series. Under constant threat by
a human world with no room for the wild, the Great
North Pack can not afford to coddle weakness. No
one knows this better than Quicksilver, a runt who
has spent her life fighting just to maintain her place
at the bottom of the pack … She is on the verge of
losing even that when a giant of a man stumbles into
their territory with nothing but a gun and a hole in
his stomach … And a new chance for Silver … But
Tiberius is not who he seems and when ancient
enemies appear, it is up to the last wolf to protect her
pack, her land, and the man she loves.

Historical & Regency Romance

The Lady Travelers Guide to Deception with an
Unlikely Earl by Victoria Alexander (Paperback –
$17). Lady Travelers Society Series. Harry Armstrong
has spent years in Egypt, recovering relics and
disregarding rules. Now, he’s back in England with a
new title and a new purpose: penning his exploits.
But his efforts are overshadowed by London’s favorite
writer about Egypt – a woman they call “The Queen
of the Desert”, of all things. Worse, her stories –
serialized in newspapers and reprinted in books – are
complete rubbish … Miss Sidney Honeywell didn’t set
out to deceive anyone. It’s not her fault readers
assumed her Tales of a Lady Adventurer in Egypt
were real! Admitting her inadvertent deception now
would destroy her reputation and her livelihood. But
when the earl of Brenton challenges her to travel to
Egypt to prove her expertise, accompanied by his
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dashing, arrogant nephew, what choice does she
have but to pack her bags? … With the matchmaking
founders of the Lady Travelers Society in tow, Harry
is determined to expose Sidney’s secret. But the
truth might not be as great a revelation as
discovering that love can strike even the most
stubborn of hearts.
More or Less a Countess by Anna Bradley (Trade
Paperback – $28). Sumerset Sisters Series. Finding a
worthy husband should be simple for three beautiful
debutantes in Regency London. But the Somerset
sisters have a way of making it delightfully
complicated ... Violet Somerset has always preferred
a library to a ballroom, but to please her
grandmother, she agreed to one London season. With
nothing to show for it but heartbreak, she’s
reconciled to spinsterhood. Until a notorious rogue
known as the Devil of Dare requests an introduction
to her timid, gentle youngest sister, Hyacinth. Violet
will do anything to stop the match – even if it means
posing as Hyacinth herself ... Nicholas Balfour, the
earl of Dare, is enjoying the life of a rake far too
much to take a wife. But he must keep his promise to
his grandmother. He’ll simply choose the meekest
bride he can find, install her at his estate, then carry
on as before. Hyacinth sounds perfect – until he
discovers her sweet demeanor hides the tongue of a
viper and the mind of a bluestocking ... As Violet’s
ruse threatens to unravel, however, she may find the
tables turned. Soon, she may have no choice but to
tolerate her handsome fiancé – or fall in love with
him.
A Duke Changes Everything by Christy Carlyle
(Paperback – $17). The Duke’s Den Series. Nicholas
Lyon gambled his way into a fortune and ownership
of the most opulent, notorious gentlemen’s club in
England. But when Nick’s cruel brother dies, he
inherits a title he never wanted. The sooner Nick is
rid of the estate that has always haunted him, the
sooner he can return to the life he’s built in London.
But there’s one obstacle – the exquisite Thomasina
Thorne … When the new heir to the Tremayne
dukedom suddenly appears in Mina Thorne’s life,
she’s flustered. Not only is he breathtakingly
handsome, but he’s also determined to take away her
home and position as steward of the Enderley estate.
If Mina learns what makes the enigmatic duke tick,
perhaps she can change his mind – as long as she
doesn’t get too close to him … With each day Nick
spends with Mina, his resolve weakens as their
colliding wills lead to explosive desire. Could she be
the one woman who can help him finally bury the
ghosts of his past?
The Good, the Bad, and the Duke by Janna
MacGregor (Paperback – $17). Cavensham Heiresses
Series. Lady Daphne Hallworth is ready to celebrate
the holidays with her family. But when they
accidentally leave her home alone, Daphne uses the
time to work on her dream – opening a home for
unwed mothers. But her quest isn’t problem-free:
She’s in a battle to win the property for the home
against her brother’s best friend-turned-enemy, Paul
Barstowe, Duke of Southart. And that’s not all:
someone has stolen her personal diary, which holds
secrets that could devastate her family. Daphne has
always harbored private feelings for the man her

family scorns ... though perhaps striking a bargain
with the handsome Duke will solve both their
problems? … Paul, long considered good for nothing,
aims to open a hospital to honor his brother and
restore his reputation. So when a conflict over the
land brings him straight into Daphne’s life, they
make a deal: He will help her find her diary if Daphne
can change her family’s opinion of him. But before he
can win her family’s affection, he has to win hers
first. Maybe love was the answer to their family feud
all along?
The Duke that I Marry by Cathy Maxwell
(Paperback – $17). Spinster Heiresses Series. Once
upon a time there were three young ladies who,
despite their fortunes, had been on the marriage
mart a bit too long. They were known as “the
Spinster Heiresses” … Is it wrong for a woman to
want more? Not if she is a Spinster Heiress. They do
not settle. Any young miss would be very lucky to
find herself promised to a man like the Duke of
Camberly. However, Miss Willa Reverly has watched
her friends marry for love. Camberly may be the prize
of the season, but she will not be “sold” to any man.
She wants his devotion or she wants nothing at all …
Newly named to the ducal title, Matthew Addison is
determined to discover the secrets behind Mayfield,
the bankrupt estate he has inherited. He doesn’t
have time to coddle a headstrong heiress who is
determined to ditch him over something as silly as
“love.” Little does he know that his questions will
place her in jeopardy. Now he must do what he must
to save them both … Could it be that in running from
danger they might be racing headlong into a truly
unexpected fate: falling in love?
Barbarous by Minerva Spencer (Paperback – $17).
Outcasts Series. Hugh Redvers is supposed to be
dead. So the appearance of the sun-bronzed giant
with the piratical black eye patch is deeply disturbing
to Lady Daphne Davenport. And her instant
attraction to the notorious privateer is not only wildly
inappropriate for a proper widow but potentially
disastrous. Because he is also the man Daphne has
secretly cheated of title, lands, and fortune …
Daphne Redvers’ distant, untouchable beauty and
eminently touchable body are hard enough to resist.
But the prim, almost severe, way she looks at him
suggests this might be the one woman who can make
him forget all the others. His only challenge?
Unearthing the enemy who threatens her life ... and
uncovering the secrets in her cool blue eyes.
The Hollow of Fear by Sherry Thomas (Trade
Paperback – $28). Sherlock Holmes Series. Under the
cover of “Sherlock Holmes, consulting detective,”
Charlotte Holmes puts her extraordinary powers of
deduction to good use. Aided by the capable Mrs.
Watson, Charlotte draws those in need to her and
makes it her business to know what other people
don’t … Moriarty’s shadow looms large. First,
Charlotte’s half brother disappears. Then, Lady
Ingram, the estranged wife of Charlotte’s close friend
Lord Ingram, turns up dead on his estate. And all
signs point to Lord Ingram as the murderer … With
Scotland Yard closing in, Charlotte goes under
disguise to seek out the truth. But uncovering the
truth could mean getting too close to Lord Ingram –
and a number of malevolent forces ...
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Lara Adrian

Hour of Darkness*

Fantasy & Paranormal

$30

Victoria Alexander

The Lady Travelers Guide to
Deception with an Unlikely Earl

Historical

$17

Toni Anderson

A Cold Dark Place*

Crime/Mystery/Thriller

$30

Jackie Ashenden

Hard Night*

Contemporary/Suspense

$20

Mary Balogh

Someone to Trust

Historical

$17

Sara Blaedel

The Midnight Witness

Crime/Mystery/Thriller

$20

Anna Bradley

More or Less a Countess*

Historical

$28

Allison Brook

Death Overdue*

Crime/Mystery/Thriller

$29

Sandra Brown

The Switch

Contemporary/Suspense

$18

Christy Carlyle

A Duke Changes Everything

Historical

$17

Gail Carriger

Romancing the Inventor*

Fantasy & Paranormal

$23

Cynthia Eden

Burn for Me

Fantasy & Paranormal

$17

Lori Foster

Driven to Distraction

Contemporary/Suspense

$17

Thea Harrison

Lionheart*

Fantasy & Paranormal

$36

Linda Howard

The Woman Left Behind#

Contemporary/Suspense

$17

Gregg Hurwitz

Hellbent#

Crime/Mystery/Thriller

$20

Iris Johansen

Shattered Mirror#

Contemporary/Suspense

$20

Sarah Kuhn

Heroine Complex#

Fantasy & Paranormal

$17

Janna MacGregor

The Good, the Bad, and the Duke

Historical

$17

Cathy Maxwell

The Duke That I Marry

Historical

$17

Julia Quinn

The Other Miss Bridgerton

Historical

$17

Sheila Roberts

Winter at the Beach

Contemporary

$17

Nora Roberts

Of Blood and Bone*

Fantasy & Paranormal

$30

Minerva Spencer

Barbarous

Historical

$17

Mariah Stewart

The Last Chance Matinee#

Contemporary

$17

Sherry Thomas

The Hollow of Fear*

Historical

$28

Jessica Townsend

Wundersmith*

Fantasy & Paranormal

$20

Fantasy & Paranormal

$17

Maria Vale

The Last Wolf

# Paperback Release

* Hardcover/TPB/POD

& Anthology

Please contact us if you would like to reserve a book

Please Like us at www.facebook.com/ChapterBookAndTeaShop and
Follow us at www.instagram.com/chaptermteden and
Love us at www.localist.co.nz/l/chapterbookteashop

